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ABSTRACT
In the growing globalization of production systems, the complexity of supply chains as socio-technical
systems is escalating which, consequently, increases the importance of strong planning systems. Plans
are developed to structure production in end-to-end supply chains that can experience nervousness due
to uncertainties that results in unsatisfied customers. Although the external causes of nervousness and
instabilities in supply chain planning systems were previously considered in the literature, internal nervousness of planning these complex networks can result from how the sub-components of the planning
system interact. To study internal nervousness, a supply chain system of a semiconductor manufacturer
is investigated as a case study. We examine internal nervousness of demand fulfillment by proposing a
multi-paradigm simulation approach that combines discrete event and agent-based simulation. The results
provide insight into the importance of visibility on the internal interactions of supply chain networks to
reduce instability.
1

INTRODUCTION

Supply Chain visibility needs to be functional to avoid instabilities and improve operation performance within
complex and dynamic global Supply Chain (SC) systems (Swift et al. 2019). Instability or nervousness
in planing systems can be defined through different contexts. Steele (1975) defines a nervous Material
Requirements Planning (MRP) system as one that generates changes in requirements with little change
in the master schedule. Moreover, for better planning and integration between SC elements, Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) and consequently Advanced Planning System (APS) have evolved. Hierarchical
Planning System (HPS) was also attached to these paradigms to better structure the production planning
when the products move through different steps of manufacturing or logistics specially in complex and
global SCs like semiconductor manufacturing SC (Stadtler et al. 2015).
Production complexity with thousands of product types, long production lead time, fast changing
technologies, global SC with complex dynamic network, and fluctuating demand are the major reasons
that drive semiconductor SCs to benefit from APS in a hierarchical structure. In fact, one of the major
reasons of adopting this structure for designing complex SC systems is to provide reliable promises to the
customer orders and forecasts. For the sake of this goal, Demand Fulfillment (DF) modules are used to
provide promises to the customers in yearly planning horizon, whether the order is a real one or a forecast
of predicted needs. To provide these promises, DF needs to know how many products are in production
plans, in different production steps, in transport, or in stocks. This future availability of products is called
Available-To-Promise (ATP) that is used by DF to create reliable promises (Stadtler et al. 2015). In a
rolling horizon, the ATP for a specific time in the future might change. This is called ATP instability or
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nervousness. With the presence of nervousness and disruption within ATP, companies are exposed to DF
risks that lead to unexpected costs and unsatisfied customers (Levy 1995). In this paper, we investigate the
instability of DF caused by internal interactions and lack of compatibility between the Supply Chain Planning
(SCP) modules and the real production/logistic network. To illustrate, a SCP system of a semiconductor
manufacturer is studied. For this objective, we used a multi-paradigm simulation modeling approach where
we combined Agent Based Simulation (ABS) with Discrete Event Simulation (DES).
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the literature review
of the related research streams. In Section 3, first, we introduce the SCP system of our case study. Then, we
describe the conceptual model behind the developed simulation model that is used to evaluate the internal
nervousness of the studied SCP system.
Section 4 is devoted to describe the designed experiments of the simulation model and to analyze the
obtained results. Findings and conclusions as well as future avenues are discussed in Section 5.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Planning systems are designed to address prerequisites of manufacturing, production and supply chains
where uncertainties can lead to instability (Stadtler et al. 2015). Planning instability, APS and simulation
modeling are among the main research streams that are studied in this paper. Thus, to narrow down the
literature to the scope of this study, the related works were organized as follows: (1) instability in planning
systems, (2) ATP paradigm in APS, (3) the role of simulation in SCP studies, and (4) summary of literature
in relation to the current research topic.
2.1 Instability in Planning Systems
The concept of planning instability or nervousness was first introduced by Steele (1975) to damp deviations
in MRP. Through the decades, planning instability has been studied in different contexts. Based on the
related works, planning instabilities could be studied from different points of views:
1. Nervousness in planning systems can be caused in production planning (De Sampaio et al. 2017);
or master planning (Herrera and Thomas 2009; Herrera et al. 2016); or in SCP (Pujawan and Smart
2012; Demirel et al. 2019).
2. The sources of instabilities can be classed as intrinsic (internal operations and incompatibilities)
(Pujawan and Smart 2012) or extrinsic (supply and demand uncertainties) (Hasachoo and Masuchun
2016).
3. Damping strategies (Ho 2005) that could be either reactive like inventory control and buffer stocks
maintenance that will attempt to find a stationary state of the system while the nervousness still
exist; or proactive which is about finding the roots of nervousness to solve the causes or dampen
it before it happens as studied by Sivadasan et al. (2013).
4. The structure of the planning system where the instability is evaluated. It could be for example in
MRP system (Carlson et al. 1979; Heisig 2012; Li and Disney 2017); in a HPS (Moscoso et al.
2010; Meistering and Stadtler 2019); a Rolling Horizon Planning (RHP) system (Meistering and
Stadtler 2019); or in APS which is shortly discussed in (Geier 2014).
Regarding the first item, studying nervousness manifestation mostly involved two parts of planning
systems which are production planning (Gelders and Van Wassenhove 1982) and master planning (Sridharan
et al. 1988; Herrera and Thomas 2009; Herrera et al. 2016). However, a small amount of research was
done on SCP (Demirel et al. 2019), and nervousness in the whole planning system caused by system
integration (Ho 2005). Demirel et al. (2019) modeled and evaluated the instability of supply networks by
using generalized modelling, a methodology emanating from ecology, where they focused on the interaction
between material flows network with external instabilities in planning. The analysis of nervousness in
Master Schedule Planning (MSP) has been studied using different approaches. Herrera and Thomas (2009)
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minimized MSP nervousness by the means of optimization and simulation. Other researchers studied
nervousness in MSP by considering stochastic programming (Koca et al. 2018); and Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) formulation (Herrera et al. 2016) to re-plan the master scheduling when instability
emerges while considering the cost of rescheduling.
The sources of instability or nervousness could be internal or external as stated above. In previous
works, researchers mostly focused on external ones. A managerial study by Pujawan and Smart (2012)
showed that internal factors have lower impact in production planning nervousness. In this paper, internal
nervousness is researched arising from: (1) the information flow and timing of planning revision (Sivadasan
et al. 2013), and (2) the structure of the SC network and module interactions (Demirel et al. 2019). The
external factors are generally related to the bullwhip effect (Li and Disney 2017), demand fluctuation by
customers (Tiacci and Saetta 2012), and supplier side instabilities (Gruchmann and Gollmann 2017).
Damping strategies regarding the planning instability are categorized into two types: reactive and
proactive strategies (Pujawan and Smart 2012). The reactive strategies have been studied more than
proactive ones, since external factors are mostly out of control and prediction are not easy to forecast.
Methods like stochastic optimization to address production planning instabilities are an example of reactive
strategies (Koca et al. 2018). In Herrera and Thomas (2009), an MIP model is used to reduce the
nervousness of MPS. Another reactive decision making method was developed in Herrera et al. (2016)
to deal with production planning instabilities. This method re-actively tries to find the optimal trade-off
between nervousness and cost of rescheduling. On the other side, there are a number of researchers who
investigated the use of proactive strategies for planning nervousness. Sivadasan et al. (2013) lessened the
nervousness by omitting the complexity-adding information flow within the supply chain. The trade-off
between planning revision time periods, quality of information, suppliers cooperation and forecasting
accuracy are some instances of proactive strategies.
The type of the planning system can also cause instability as mentioned in the last item. In fact, different
planning systems were developed and progressed to deal with the complexity of production systems, to
increase the efficiency of production and make the plans more stable. The analysis of nervousness that
resulted from an MRP system started with the work by Steele (1975). Later on, Carlson et al. (1979)
considered nervousness as the inconsistency of schedule set-ups and applied analysis using a dynamic
lot-sizing algorithm to reduce nervousness within MRP systems. Li and Disney (2017) developed a
measurement method to calculate nervousness to evaluate forecasts and orders-call-offs methods. They
re-evaluated nervousness caused by forecasting errors in MRP systems. They mainly considered the
problem jointly with the bullwhip effect. HPS was developed to address the challenge of short and medium
planning requirements of production planning (Fleischmann et al. 2015). The integration between the
planning system levels and its consequences on production plan’s instabilities were studied in Gelders and
Van Wassenhove (1982). Moscoso et al. (2010) addressed the problems triggered by the HPS that lead
to instability and re-planning. In this empirical study, they evaluated the causes related to lead time and
bullwhip effects. Meistering and Stadtler (2019) also considered HPS and designed the stabilized-cycle
strategy and compared it with period-based and order-based strategies. In their problem, capacitated,
multi-item and short-medium production planning were considered.
To deal with nervousness, new integrated planning systems (e.g., MPS, ERP and APS) have emerged.
APS is the most recent planning system which is designed to satisfy the needs of complex production
planning and SCP systems like in semiconductor manufacturing (Hegde et al. 2004; Mönch et al. 2018a).
Nervousness in ERP and APS has been rarely studied.
In fact, APS consists of several integrated modules (Stadtler et al. 2015) developed based on heuristic
algorithms to manage the planning processes. Planning sequences and events are patented by companies
(Hegde et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005) and studied by several researchers (Stadtler et al. 2015; Mönch et al.
2018b). To give an overview of APS nervousness and how the internal modules interact, the following
subsection is presented.
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2.2 Advanced Planning System and ATP
Since we are analysing nervousness within APS caused by internal modules interaction, understating the
literature of APS will shed light on this rarely studied area.
APS was developed based on the concept of hierarchical planning (Stadtler 2005). Around two decades
ago, to solve the incompatibility of ERP systems in term of weak integrated planning power, and not to be just
a transactional function; APS, by support of information technology was developed (Fleischmann and Meyr
2003). APS consists of separate software modules for planning a SCP network. These software modules
are designed by software vendors, but are integrated and cooperate based on the common architecture of
hierarchical planning (Stadtler et al. 2015). As defined by Stadtler (2005), “Supply Chain Management
(SCM) is the task of integrating organizational units along a SC and coordinating materials, information and
financial flows in order to fulfill (ultimate) customer demands with the aim of improving competitiveness
of the SC as a whole.” Thus, in the operational level of APS, to breakdown the objectives of SCM into
detailed but generalized elements, the following processes were introduced: Demand Fulfillment, Demand
Planning, Inventory Management, Capacity Planning, Material Requirements Planning, Master Planning,
and Production Planning (Mönch et al. 2018a).
DF modules are responsible for computing the promise date and quantity that will be delivered to
customers. In modern APS, this promising process is bounded by the planning capabilities of APS (Stadtler
et al. 2015). DF needs information about the possible dates and quantities of products in different states
of the planning system (production in plan, in manufacturing, in transit, or in stocks) within the planning
horizon. This is realized by support of master planning. Master planning, based on the information from
the whole SC (internal and external), calculates the supply chain plan (Stadtler et al. 2015). In order to
improve the order promising and customer satisfaction, the master planning iteratively develops a plan for
future possible supplies. This supply plan is called ATP (Stadtler et al. 2015).
ATP is used by DF to provide a promise and confirmation that indicates if the desired delivery date and
quantity of customer’s orders will be met or not. For ATP calculations, current and future orders, forecasts,
demand plan from the tactical level, available capacity, and production schedule need to be considered. In
other words, ATP is a deviation of a production plan derived from other constraints and requests. Therefore,
the nervousness in ATP could have different internal and external causes as the nervousness by adjustment in
demand planning mentioned by Stadtler (2005). Most of the research on ATP is modeled using mathematical
programming. Jung (2010) modeled ATP by considering customer priorities and penalty costs. A more
practical work regarding the ATP calculation and updating time and structure was done by Plattner et al.
(2013). They evaluated ATP creation based on the aggregation of data in a SC. Their work addressed the
complexity of information sharing within the SC to improve the quality of ATP. They introduced the lack
of an availability check as a drawback of several current ATP calculation systems, which leads to the loss
of extremely important information for planning purposes.
In conclusion, although APS and ATP were designed to stabilize the production plan and they are also
successive in improving stability (Moscoso et al. 2010), nervousness in ATP has been recorded during
industry practices which affects the order promising procedures. Therefore, the study of ATP nervousness
as an important paradigm in stability of SCP and order management is the gap that this research work is
looking on.
2.3 Simulation-based Decision-Making in Semiconductor SC
SC as a set of linked value chains (information, cash, materials, decisions) plays a central role in generating
competitive advantages for production systems. In this complex, integrated, and interactive relationship
system, decision making is a crucial and challenging process. Modeling and simulation can assist decision
makers to design, develop, analyze, and revise the SC system (Oliveira et al. 2016; Kleijnen 2005). The
three main topics where SC simulation has proven to be advantageous (more than 60 percent of publications)
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are: (1) understanding and diagnosing problems within SCs, (2) SC’s performance improvement, and (3)
experimenting new scenarios, models or projects (Oliveira et al. 2016).
The importance and complexity of SC issues in semiconductor manufacturing is increasingly important.
Mönch et al. (2018a) discussed the importance of obtaining the advantages of simulation modeling for
addressing the challenges in understanding, improving, and testing of the management of semiconductor
SC systems. The use of simulation for evaluating SCP in semiconductor manufacturing has been used by
several researchers (Mönch et al. 2018a).
Beyond the importance of simulation in SC management and semiconductor SCP, the evolution of
computation power and the ability of combined simulation modeling (i.e., multi-paradigm simulation of
Discrete Event, System Dynamic, and Agent Based paradigms), has make it more feasible for researchers
to analyse SCP systems using more complex simulation models (Mönch et al. 2018a).
To the best of our knowledge, evaluating the nervousness of SCP by the means of simulation modeling
is an area that has not yet been studied.
2.4 Literature Review Summary
A conclusion from the above literature review, we can state that most of research in planning instabilities
and nervousness focused on external sources of instability caused in production planning and MRP systems.
Moreover, the methods to dampen instabilities are mostly reactive. Although works like Demirel et al.
(2019) proactively looked at the instability of SC network caused by external reasons, there are still several
open avenues with respect to the instability of SCP systems.
In this paper, we are trying to fill the gap in the literature with regards to investigating the nervousness
in complex and interactive SCP systems caused by internal sources, based on a proactive damping strategy.
Our focus is specifically on APS nervousness and when it is emanated in ATP. For this purpose, we used a
multi-paradigm simulation modeling approach of DES and agents, a method that has not yet been exploited
in this context. This study sheds light on the interactions between planning modules and production such
as, information flows, planned revisions and update methods that may cause internal nervousness of ATP.
3

CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION MODEL

In this study, we investigate the reasons of nervousness within the SCP system by examining the nervousness
in ATP and DF caused by the lack of internal processes compatibility. In this section, we introduce the
SCP system of our case study and the sources of ATP nervousness inside it. As well, we describe the
conceptual model of the developed multi-paradigm simulation model.
3.1 SC Management and Planning
SC as a complex system with stochastic and dynamic parts, has several elements where its total performance
depends on their individual performance behaviours and interactions within the designed network (Pundoor
and Herrmann 2006). A standard descriptive SC Management (SCM) model, called SC Operation Reference
(SCOR) model, was developed by the SC Council to model, describe, communicate, control, and evaluate
SC configurations (Huan et al. 2004). The SCM framework in semiconductor manufacturing in general and
in our case study specifically follows the SCOR model and its elements of Plan, Make, Source (supply),
and Deliver (see Figure 1).
Based on the SCOR model, the SCM of the case study could be divided into material flow and
information flow. The material flow concerns Source (i.e., supply), Make (i.e., global production that
consists of front-end, back-end, logistics and decoupling points as stocks), and Deliver (i.e., customers)
parts. On the other hand, the information flow is mainly related to the plan part which is constituted of five
sub-processes. Capacity planning is the process of identify, assess, prioritize, and aggregate capacities while
demand planning concerns forecasting, aggregating, prioritizing and calculating demands. The divisional
model planning is responsible for matching the planned demand with planned capacity and creating the
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Figure 1: Supply chain reference model in semiconductor SCM case study.
production plan and ATP. In production management, production is scheduled in different parts where a
visibility to the flow of materials in global production processes is ensured. Finally, order management
is the process of receiving orders, ensuring contact with customers, and providing promises based on the
ATP.
SCP has an iterative and hierarchical nature. Products are divided into different granularity levels based
on the step of their production or the decoupling points. The time horizon of a plan describes the planning
level: long term (strategical), mid-term (tactical), and short-term (operational). The higher the planning
level is, the more aggregated the data is. SCP, as the main part of the SCM, is made of connected network of
software modules, human interventions and decisions, and rules and regulations that all provide a complex
interactive system. The head of this complex system is called APS which runs automated algorithms under
a module of the Divisional Model Planning. This computation core, by the means of software modules,
takes as inputs the forecasts, orders, planned demand, and stocks from demand planning as well as the
capacity bottlenecks from capacity planning. These inputs are transferred into production targets to be used
in production scheduling of each fab and ATP to be used by the order management system.
3.2 Demand Fulfillment and ATP Nervousness
DF processes provide promises for requested orders. ATP as a picture of current, ongoing, and future
supplies helps DF’s software modules and planners generate fast and reliable promises. The first date and
quantity promised to the customer by consumption of ATP, create a baseline for orders on delivery time.
Therefore, the ATP nervousness, by moving through the rolling horizon planning, leads to unconfirmed
orders and customer dissatisfaction; which is always avoided by customers relationship strategy of our case
study.
In this study, we experiment with the sources of ATP nervousness caused by the interactions between
the Physical Paradigm (PP) (i.e., the material flow in internal SC and global production system) and the
Virtual Paradigm (VP) (i.e., the information flow in the SCP system). Timing of information updates in
different product granularity levels, frequency of theses updates, event triggers and sequences, and SC
elements dependencies and relations are examples of these complex interactions. In the case study, for the
sake of advance understanding of the shift between dates and quantities promised to customers and real
existence of final products, rescheduling happen regularly in DF software modules. In fact, the rescheduling
checks that current dynamic ATP can still satisfy promised orders or not.
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If the result of reschedule is not the same as promised, an alarm system, called Early Warning (EW),
is triggered to announce the shifts for planners to be involved for adjustment or finding the reasons. EW
can be positive if the new promised date is earlier than the previously confirmed date; or negative if not.
The cause and effects of EWs could not be revealed by data analysis while this nervousness effects
the efficiency of the system. Thus, in this study, by modeling and simulating the whole effective SCP (as
a VP) and the global production system (as PP) in a simplified model of the system, we are looking to
evaluate and experiment with the causes and effects of EWs and ATP nervousness.
3.3 Simulation Model
As semiconductor’s SCM is a complex system, planning nervousness might have internal sources that come
from lack of compatibility and interaction harmony between different system elements. For example, a
planning software updates the ATP based on a repetitive schedule or a user command, while the inputs of
the software are not updated because of the stochastic nature of production or logistic parts (an interaction
between VP and PP). To analyze the sources of ATP nervousness caused by interactions between PP and
VP, we used a multi-paradigm simulation modeling approach where we combined Agent Based Simulation
(ABS) with Discrete Event Simulation (DES). To better understand our approach and the complexity and
challenges of the studied system, the conceptual model of the SCM system of our semiconductor case
study is presented in Figure 2. The conceptual model tries to depict the internal SCM system.

Figure 2: Conceptual model for analyzing nervousness.
As presented in Figure 2, to simulate the SCM internal system we used two different paradigms, ABS
and DES. Global production and material flow, referred to as PP, are simulated by DES while SCP and
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information flow, referred to as VP, are simulated by ABS. We used these two different simulation methods
due to the heterogeneity of these two interactive systems. In fact, the PP is a connection of different global
manufacturing and logistic processes that are responsible for transferring supply into finished products.
Front-end and Back-end productions are the most important stages of semiconductor manufacturing, in
addition to the decoupling points (i.e., stocks) and the internal logistics (i.e., the regular transport of
materials inside the global production system). The benefits of using DES for simulating production lines
and material flow, have been previously proven as reviewed by Mönch et al. (2018a). The DES focuses on
the holistic manufacturing processes of front-end, back-end and internal logistic. In other words, within
the DES part of our simulation model, we represent statistical behavior of production lines without going
into details of the facilities. In fact, three production lines in front end, and nine production lines in back
end are considered for experimentation.
The VP is simulated by the mean of ABS. In fact, the use of ABS in socio-technical systems like SC
has been recently taken into consideration (Macal 2016; Clausen et al. 2019). In this work, we model
and simulate the complex SCP system by the mean of ABS because of the following reasons. First, ABS
and its computation core is similarly close to the paradigm of object-oriented programming that software
modules of SCP are based on. Second, in ABS, the behaviour of agents affect each other which is quiet
similar to the interactions between SC’s elements, human decisions, and software modules. Moreover, each
software module, human planner, and other element of SCP system could be modeled in a separate and
bottom-up approach. This bottom-up feature of ABS gives the possibility to the modeler to construct the
planning system block by block, starting from distinguishable and understandable elementary components
until more complex parts are modeled.
In the VP (see Figure 2), the flow of information is as follows. Firstly, customers enter their orders
which come to the order management agent. Based on the business logic, orders are then categorized and
sent to the demand planning (DP) part. DP consists of two hierarchical parts which are: (1) the aggregated
demand planning, that runs in mid-term (i.e., tactical) and calculates the upcoming demand based on the
forecasts, orders, and business strategies; and (2) the operational demand planning which calculates and
forecasts the demands within the operational planning horizon to be used by APS. On the top left side
of the VP, the aggregated capacity and bottlenecks are calculated in mid-term and short-term respectively
based on the data that comes from production management. In mid-term, the aggregated capacity plan and
the aggregated demand plan are matched and a production scenario is developed for the production targets
and stock goals. In short-term, bottleneck capacities, the operational demand plans, lot track updates,
production schedules, and demand fulfillment plans in a rolling horizon all are used as inputs for the
Advanced Planning System (APS). APS calculates the production targets for the DES model and updates
its plan relatively to the production step. In addition, based on the number of finished products, products in
process and planned production, APS calculates the future supply picture called ATP. This ATP is stored
in the database and consumed by new orders and forecasts coming from customers. Automated DF and
manual allocation planning are the modules that consume the ATP based on the customer orders. In DF,
there is an algorithm that reschedules all the undelivered orders every day, and if any promised date is
changed because of ATP nervousness when the rolling horizon plans moves, the system creates an EW.
In this multi-paradigm simulation model, we simulate simplified VP, PP, and their interactions to
experiment the ATP nervousness and EW generation function, in addition to the effects of internal interactions,
information update frequency and shared data quality on ATP nervousness.
4

EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experiments Design
ATP plan is calculated based on the rolling horizon. Thus, it shows the amount of products in different
levels of production (front-end, back-end, stock and in transit) from now to the end of the planning horizon.
To create the ATP, APS should interact with the PP and get the number of products and detailed plans
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in different steps of material flow (e.g., the number of products sent from back-end to final stocks with
internal logistic). In the VP, the expected transit time that the APS uses to calculate the planned ATP in
final stocks is a constant parameter called Planned Transit Time (PTT). PTT defines the expectation of
delivery time period from back-end to stock. PTT is calculated based on the average transit time between
back-end and stock. In the PP, although the material transit time is predictable, it is not fixed but varies.
The real amount of time spent by the product to be delivered from back-end to the stock is called Real
Transit Time (RTT). It is worth noting that, the planning system provides promises based on the PTT.
Three different scenarios could occur based on the values of PTT and RTT: (1) PTT is equal to RTT
which means that the expectation is equal to reality, (2) PTT is bigger than RTT which means that what
is expected, happens sooner, and (3) PTT is less than RTT which means that what is planned does not
happen on time. We experimented using the developed simulation model based on these different scenarios
to evaluate the effect of above mentioned relationships between RTT and PTT on the ATP nervousness.
The obtained results are presented in the next subsection.
4.2 Results
To examine the hypothesis of deviation between RTT and PTT as a cause of nervousness in ATP, we design
three scenarios to experiment with, which are presented in Table 1. Each scenario is replicated 10 times
and the average results are plotted in Figure 3. The simulation model time units is hours and it runs for
the period of 25 weeks. The first 7 weeks are designed to allow the model to reach steady-state and the
next 20 weeks approximates steady-state. Figure 3 shows the percentage of nervousness in ATP for the
final 10 weeks before the unit is delivered, with weeks depicted in the x-axis from week 10 to 2 and from
week 2 to the delivery date, the unit changes to days.
When the internal transit time between back-end and final distribution stocks can not meet the planned
time, ATP nervousness in ATP is expected, mainly when it is very close to shipping the promised orders.
As presented in Figure 3, the simulation model clearly verifies this hypothesis and properly shows planned
and real transit time mismatch as a source of ATP nervousness. The average of deviations generated by the
simulation model is validated by comparing the values to EW frequency, extracted from real data, which
varies from 18 to 34 percent.
In scenario 1, we considered different PTT for each product type while the statistical distributions of
RTT were the same (i.e., a triangular distribution with the maximum value of 5 days, minimum value of 3
days and a mode of 4 days). In Figure 3 the results of scenario 1 shows that, as far as the PTT increases
(from 3 to 5 days), the nervousness in ATP decreases. This could be explained by the fact that a larger
PTT makes the system less sensitive to possible delays in transit. However, this setting may result in a
higher level of stocks that should be kept in inventory until the shipping date arrives.
In scenario 2, we considered the same PTT for all product types while we used different settings for
RTT values. The results show that, when RTT is bigger than PTT, there is a big shortage in the expected
products arrival date (around 70 percent). At the same time, even when the RTT is less than PTT, there
is still a shortage that could be explained by nervousness in previous production steps and mostly the
back-end.
In the last scenario, PTT was also considered the same for all product types and we set RTT to follow
different triangular distributions with a mode less or equal to PTT. In this scenario, we recorded the lowest
average of total ATP nervousness and EW frequency. We can conclude that adjusting the PTT of each
products type to its RTT has direct impact on the performance of the SC system.
As a conclusion, based on the experimented scenarios, we can state that the evaluated hypothesis
of the effect of PTT and RTT mismatch on ATP nervousness is proved but other sources exist. Since
the simulation model can capture different interactive networks within the SC system, it could be easily
expanded to evaluate other hypothesis regarding their internal compatibility and its consequences on the
overall operational performance of SC.
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Table 1: Experimented scenarios.

Product Type
1
2
3

PTT
3 days
4 days
5 days

Scenario 1
RTT
Triangular (3, 5, 4)
Triangular (3, 5, 4)
Triangular (3, 5, 4)

Scenario 2
PTT
RTT
4 days 2 days
4 days 4 days
4 days 6 days

PTT
4 days
4 days
4 days

Scenario 3
RTT
Triangular (2,3.5,3)
Triangular (3, 5, 4)
Triangular (2, 6, 3)

Figure 3: Frequency in ATP based on different PTT and RTT settings.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we researched the internal nervousness of a SC using simulation. This approach let us simulate
all elements of the SC with a reasonable level of simplification. It goes beyond material flow network
analysis by incorporating a complex planning system and the way it interacts with the physical system. We
applied this approach to a case study of a semiconductor manufacturer SC. As it is relatively parsimonious
in terms of required inputs, it could be applied in any similar context. In addition, we examined the
sources of internal nervousness that affects ATP in the demand fulfillment module of a hierarchical APS.
The results provide insight into the importance of visibility on the internal interactions of SC networks to
reduce instability. We demonstrated the effects of deviation between PTT and RTT on ATP nervousness
and EWs. Further studies could be conducted on how to adjust planning to proactively reduce nervousness.
In addition, regarding the sources of nervousness or instabilities in SC, different assumptions could be
raised like bottlenecks in PP. To experiment other hypotheses, the conceptual model of interactive PP and
VP is easily extendable for future research and validation of conceptual model.
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